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On July 13th,  Hooked By You, my first
book and the first in the Chicago Steel
Series released on Amazon. Reviews
have been coming in and this whole

experience has been wild.  This
process has been eye-opening, a real

learning curve for me. Writing has
provided me with a creative outlet

that I never considered possible until
it just was. I hope you enjoy these

stories as much as I've enjoyed
dreaming them up. 



Chicago Steel Series Book O
ne

By: Jessica BussDo you have a copy yet?

https://www.amazon.com/Jessica-Buss/e/B0B3LHQXFY
https://www.facebook.com/jessicabussauthor
https://twitter.com/JessicaBuss907
https://www.instagram.com/jessicabussauthor/
https://open.spotify.com/user/hgy8nm46d82d0oh37dak3wdp0
https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/22475276.Jessica_Buss
https://www.bookbub.com/authors/jessica-buss
https://907publishing.wixsite.com/my-site


 If you read the extended epilogue for Hooked By You,
you've already been introduced to our next sexy hockey
player, Mika.  Checked By You, book two of the Chicago
Steel Series is Mika and Shiloh's story, and it's the perfect

balance of angst, heat, humor, and happy endings.  Keep
reading for a blurb about Checked By You.

 
Meanwhile, my assistant, Vader, and I are hard at work,

putting our brains together to write book three, Clipped By
You, featuring Christian and Monica (Gasp!).

 

What's Next...

Samantha Fox is nursing a broken heart, the man she spent the last five years of her life loving, wasn't quite
as in love with her as she was him. She's decided that she is done with love, but then she meets one of the

NHL's finest wingers, and suddenly that "no love" plan hits a little snag. Lucas Bouchard is a complication that
her life does not need, not to mention he is a client and completely not off limits... but those details keep

slipping her mind!
Hooked By You is a steamy little page-turner that comes with characters you can't help but love! These two

were dying to get their hands on one another, even if it was forbidden, and they put on quite the show trying to
keep their hands to themselves and keep their toes on the right side of the line. It was a never ending battle for

them, struggling to do what was right, but it was a battle they soon learned they'd never win as long as their
hearts had a say in it! It was easy to see these two belonged together, they had this magnetic connection that
constantly drew them together and created some very steamy moments throughout. I really enjoyed this first

time read, the characters were easy to connect to and completely stole my heart, the words hit me in my feels,
and the story line was thoroughly entertaining... which is a total win in my book! Highly recommend!

 
I requested an advanced copy of this title from the publisher, and I am voluntarily leaving my honest and

unbiased opinion.

https://907publishing.wixsite.com/my-site


Mica
 

She’s the ubersexy, single mother living next door. Everyone says keep your distance. But there’s something
about her. Specifically, her eyes. They speak to me. Drawing me in like a siren. I want to know her, but she’s

more guarded than Buckingham Palace. However, after one afternoon in her presence, I find myself
addicted and wanting more. Willing to do whatever I have to, just to make it past her defenses. 

 
 

Shiloh
 

My next-door neighbor is an insanely hot, single, professional hockey player. As if that wasn’t bad enough,
he’s a nice guy too. After spending an afternoon where he showed my five-year-old how to skate and taking

us out to ice cream, I want to let him in. My past cautions me to put on the breaks, but I find myself going
full steam ahead, ignoring all the sirens screaming at me.


